More parking, less traffic called for in master plan revision

By Deborah Holley

Cal Poly students of the '90s might well want to stay in shape if they plan to visit the campus, currently under consideration, could mean closure of all outer perimeter roads to traffic during school hours. Students then would have to hike from new multilevel parking structures in the campus' outer limits.

Doug Gerard, executive dean of facilities administration, said that Cal Poly is one of five campuses being considered for expansion by the CSU system Board of Trustees.

"It's a fait accompli," said Pat Drohan, CSU system principal planner. "I know the Trustees identified Cal Poly as a site that could potentially raise their enrollment ceiling," he said. See MASTER PLAN, page 4

Schools make plans for Poly Royal alternatives

By Angie Carlevato

Cal Poly students and faculty members are now working together to restore the educational focus of the now defunct Poly Royal by planning mini open houses to take place next spring.

Chances are slim that food booths, carnival games, crowds and other forms of entertainment will be back on campus. That's exactly what these schools don't want at their planned spring-time festivities.

Three out of the seven schools within the university are awaiting administration approval. The School of Agriculture has proposed its open house for April 19 and 20. Their "Showcase of Agriculture" is geared toward education, Joe Sabel, the school's associate dean, said.

Philip Bailey, the dean of the School of Science and Math, agrees. "We have two compelling reasons for having an open house, the main one being the math contest and the secondary one to continually attract people to science and math as a career," he said.

The School of Agriculture usually did not participate in the carnival, but even the tractor pull has been cancelled. The tractor pull raised money for ag engineering but it was more entertaining than educational," Sabel said.

Agriculture's open house will host educational displays, fitting and showing contests, fund-raising activities, enterprise project sales, industry contacts, recruitment efforts. See ALTERNATIVES, page 5

Food drive supports needy

Cal Poly greeks collect 4,000 cans for charity

Alison Sherrill

Brian Woolworth, Interfraternity Council (IFC) philanthropy chairman and co-organizer of the food drive, said that in addition to gathering food for the hungry, the drive was a good opportunity to improve the image of greeks in the community.

"We tried to have the different fraternities and sororities work in the neighborhoods near their houses," said Woolworth, who is also a member of Delta Upsilon fraternity. "We hoped the neighbors would see that the greeks are not just a bunch of hell-raisers, and that as a group we are socially conscious," he said.

Kirk Tuber, IFC treasurer, said this is one of the few opportunities for the greeks to come together and accomplish something positive for the San Luis Obispo community.

Woolworth said that the fraternity Alpha Epsilon Pi used a different but successful method. They went to various grocery stores in the area, asking for canned food donations, and came up with about 145 cans. See CAN DRIVE, page 16

FOOTBALL BEATS NORTH RIDGE IN PLAYOFFS
WOMEN RUNNERS WIN 9th NATIONAL TITLE

See Page 5
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Roll out the barrels:
A campus group is making recycling easy.

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly...
in Cal Poly architecture.

Today's weather...
Morning fog with increasing cloudiness.

High: mid 60s
Low: mid 40s
n.w. winds 15 mph
4 ft. seas, 9 ft. n.w. swells
The real world includes strippers

By David Bock

Last Wednesday, Mustang Daily ran an article that I wrote about exotic dancers for the Insight section. I wanted to inform you all about the hows and whys of what it is like to take your clothes off on stage. I thought I accomplished that goal, but just as I expected, I’ve already taken some flack for choosing that particular subject.

That doesn’t really bother me. In fact I kind of like it. Admittedly, by the reason I chose to do a story on exotic dancers is because I wanted to stir things up, and I thought the dancers I interviewed would have a few stories to tell. I was excited, because I thought I could reveal a little about the hows and whys of what it is like to take your clothes off on stage.

I think I accomplished that goal, but just as I expected, I’ve already taken some flack for choosing that particular subject.

The main reason, however, that pursuing an article of this type is valid is because THIS IS THE WAY IT IS IN THE REAL WORLD. Aside from being what is certainly human interest, the fact that exotic dancers are more popular than ever here in San Luis Obispo, means that they are a legitimate subject of exploration. And because exotic dancers live in a world that many of us can’t begin to relate to, their experiences should be of intrinsic interest to us all. After all, how can we ever be expected to really understand the dynamics that underly this whole issue if we refuse to accept or examine it.

David Bock is a journalism senior. This is his first quarter reporting for Mustang Daily.
Protesters rally for government to resign

SOFIA, Bulgaria (AP) — About 70,000 angry protesters rallied in Sofia on Sunday demanding the resignation of Premier Andrei Lukanov and his Socialist government.

Crowds packing the square outside Alexander Nevsky Cathedral cheered wildly as opposition leaders said the former Communist and his government must step down by Thursday or face the judgment of citizens angered by shortages and rationing.

Lukanov refused to resign Saturday despite nationwide opposition rallies and two attempted attacks on his home in Sofia. He said a resignation under pressure "would be a betrayal of democracy."

Iraq to free hostages if peace is maintained

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Iraq will begin allowing hostages to leave Kuwait beginning on Christmas "unless something would take place that mars the atmosphere of peace," Iraq officials said Saturday.

Baghdad's latest peace move came as the United States worked to secure international approval for a U.N. resolution authorizing the use of force to dislodge Iraqi troops from Kuwait.

Iraq said the estimated 600 Westerners and others held at strategic sites since the invasion of Kuwait on Aug. 2 was held until peace is maintained.

Supreme Court denies Noriega tapes to CNN

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court refused by a 7-2 vote Sunday to give Cable News Network permission to broadcast tape recordings of conversations between Panama's Gen. Manuel Noriega and his lawyers.

The court rejected an emergency request by CNN that was aimed at lifting a federal judge's order forbidding the broadcasts until he could determine what the tapes disclose.

The emergency request had called the order by U.S. District Judge William Hoeveler an unconstitutional "prior restraint" of free speech. But only two justices — Thurgood Marshall and Sandra Day O'Connor — agreed with that assessment.

Man found dead after faking death in 1988

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) - Forensics experts solved a multimillion-dollar mystery Sunday, confirming that a body found in a recently submerged airplane was that of a 47-year-old Blan Stewart, who disappeared while piloting a small aircraft on Halloween 1988.

Prosecutors had contended the insurance executive faked his death two years ago to collect some $4 million in insurance.

Underground pot farm unearthed in Mohave

LLANO, Calif. (AP) — A second underground marijuana farm, similar to a sophisticated $150 million-a-year operation unearthed earlier this week, was found in the Mojave Desert north of Los Angeles, authorities said Saturday.

Discovery of another Antelope Valley underground pot plantation in Llano was linked to Thursday's discovery of a 7,000-square-foot, pot bunker hidden in a Lancaster basement, the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department said.

Under-age operatives used in tobacco sting

PLEASANT HILL, Calif. (AP) — A sting with operatives as young as 8 years old proved Saturday just how simple it is for underage smokers to buy cigarettes.

"It was easy," said 16-year-old Damien Marcus Perkins and Aaron Mitchell, both 12, bought a carton each during the sting or­dered by U.S. District Judge William Hoeveler an unconstitutional "prior restraint" of free speech. But only two justices — Thurgood Marshall and Sandra Day O'Connor — agreed with that assessment.

The lowest auto insurance rates on the Central Coast specially designed for College Students.

"Don't pay more than you have to." Call Now for a FREE QUOTE and find out about our College Student Program.
Campus coalition to use grant to raise recycling awareness

By Caroline E. Pinola

Students who have been to the Kennedy Library or Campus Recreation Center have probably seen the new recycling barrels placed there by the Campus Recycling Coalition (CRC). The CRC has been awarded a $20,000 grant which will be used to increase awareness of the importance of recycling on campus.

The CRC received the grant from the California Department of Conservation this year. The CRC will use the $20,000 of the grant to buy 73 new recycling barrels throughout the next year. These barrels will be used to recycle aluminum cans and glass bottles.

Rick Best, chairperson of the CRC, said Cal Poly currently recycles about 10 percent of the aluminum cans and glass bottles that are thrown away on campus.

The Campus Recycling Coalition's goal is to increase this to 30 percent by the summer of 1991, and hopefully up to 50 percent once the program is running full force.

Cal Poly placed 11th out of 105 organizations that applied for the money.

But Cal Poly was the only university to receive all of the grant money they applied for.

Every year the California Department of Conservation accumulates this money when consumers neglect to redeem the deposit money on aluminum cans or glass and plastic bottles after they use them.

Best said that at the end of the year this money is given out to organizations that are dedicated to preserving the environment through recycling and litter abatement.

Last year the California Department of Conservation accumulated over $2 million.

The CRC sent in their grant proposal last January and found out in May that their proposal had been accepted and that they would receive $25,000 over the next year.

In addition to the recycling barrels, the grant money will go towards a new recycling center.

The Campus Recycling Coalition (CRC) will use this grant to buy more barrels like this one and increase campus awareness of the need to recycle.

MASTER PLAN
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"but it's just potential and is based on a series of parameters of the Enrollment Planning Council."

Drohan said that from the standpoint of physical existence, he thinks there is room for expansion. "But," he said, "there are other factors such as the community that need to be considered."

Drohan said that the overview's emphasis is that between now and the year 2005, demography, economics and the demand for higher education will swell enrollment.

"Cal Poly is an attractive campus with strong, unique academic programs," he said. This, along with the physical dimensions of gross acreage, are considerations for expansion because it costs less to expand than to build a new campus.

"It would cost $600 million to build a new campus," Gerard said. In fact, all new campuses have been identified in Ventura and Contra Costa County, with a new campus currently under construction in San Marcos, in north San Diego County.

But even with the new campuses, Gerard said expansion at existing campuses is essential.

"The Academic Senate recommended that Cal Poly should grow by another 2,500 students," he said. This would increase enrollment to about 17,500 full-time students but actually would mean even more bodies because several part-time students can comprise a full-time designation.

Gerard said that this year they have to take another look at the existing physical master plan to accommodate the additional enrollment. "Every component of the campus will have to be adjusted," he said. "It's difficult to plan for expansion."

Following the revision of the current plan later this year, Gerard said a two-year environmental impact report would need to be completed to address housing, traffic, noise, air pollution, utility usage, water and sewage. He said that after the quarter-million-dollar report is issued, it would take seven to 10 years for construction.

During that period, public hearings would be held to explain the proposals and to consider community input.

The expansion could cost $75 million to $100 million. Gerard said that the service functions are the hard issues in the project, and that the administration is already overcrowded. "We just have to bite the bullet," he said.

Expansion already is underway at Cal Poly, Gerard said. The new Business building addition will begin after the first of the year, and the Student Services building was completed earlier this year.

New multilevel parking is proposed across from Vista Grande Restaurant and near the Robert E. Kennedy Library.

"But," he said, "even these are being reconsidered because of our new target enrollment."

Drohan said, "I want to emphasize that we're still in the discussion stages. Nothing has been concretely decided."

The other four campuses considered for expansion are Cal State San Bernardino, Fresno State, Sacramento State and San Francisco State.

"They will all go through the same planning sequences," Drohan said, "but it's possible that after all that, a campus can say, 'we can't grow.'"

Mustangs beat Matadors to advance in post-season

By Neil Pascale

Cal Poly Cal State Northridge II — same characters, different plot, similar ending. We had our second time in 15 days, the Mustang football team edged conference-rival Northridge, this time 14-7 in the opening round of the NCAA Division II playoffs. The Mustangs have now beaten their season at 7-4, losing their final three contests. How does Poly Head Coach Lyle Setencich think his team will fare Nov. 24 against the 11-0 Bison? Setencich said: "I’ll worry about them tomorrow." Setencich and company had enough to worry about Saturday at Mustang Stadium. In front of 3,703 fans, the Mustangs broke a 7-7 tie with 2:35 remaining in the game on running back Joe Fragiadakis’ 1-yard dive into end zone. Fragiadakis scored a second touchdown at the end of the game and 15th of the season capped an 11-yard drive — a result of a Matador failed punt attempt.

Standing at his own 9-yard line, Northridge punter Albert Razo attempted a snap on 4th and-eight. The snap, however, was one-hopped to Razo who could only fall on the ball at his own 11-yard line.

"Not much I can really say about it," Razo said afterwards. "The snap came bad to me — didn’t know what else I could do." Northridge Head Coach Bob Burt blamed the defeat on the Matador’s inability to score rather than the bad snap.

"That’s the first bad snap we’ve had all year," Burt said. "Our long snappers have done a great job all year. It just so happens that this one hit the ground. It should have never come to that anyway. We had our chances to score."

Setencich said he thought coming in Saturday’s contest that special teams would be a major influence on the game’s outcome. "I felt going into the game the same way I do now, which is the winner," Setencich said. "Which specialty teams plays better is the winner."

Neither offense dominated the match-up — which resembled the 6-3 Mustang victory on Nov. 3 at Northridge. In fact, Poly didn’t register a

Women runners take nationals

X-Country wins ninth straight championship

By Adrian Hodgson

Webster defines November as the ninth month of the ancient Roman year. For the Cal Poly women’s cross country team, November and nine have somewhat different meanings, of which the Romans would have been equally as proud.

For the ninth consecutive November, the Mustangs have brought an NCAA Division II national championship back to San Luis Obispo, and have shown the rest of the nation that they plan to continue the 1990s where they left off in the 1980s.

The team, led by sophomore Kristina Hand, finished the 3.1 mile race with 61 points, 17 ahead of second place Air Force and 24 ahead of South Dakota State.

Head Coach Deanne Johnson said the race turned out close to what she had expected going in.

"We knew it was going to be a dog-fight," Johnson said. "Air Force and South Dakota had the same uniforms, (so we couldn’t tell them apart). We knew that were in trouble." Johnson said her team knew the race was going to be a fast one — the first runner ran a 5:04 first mile — as the team’s plan was to begin at a steady pace and then begin racing at about the two-mile mark, right at the top of an 800-yard hill.

"Our plan was to get up the hill safe and under control and then begin to race on the downhill," Johnson said. "That’s the downhill where other teams fall apart."

The first-year head coach said she was concerned at the beginning of the year if the team would mold successfully.

"I knew (in August) that there was talent," she said. "It all came down to how tough the (runners) were. I’m overjoyed, relieved, ecstatic!"
1980 team set standards for others to follow

By Neil Pascale

Regardless of the outcome of this year's playoffs, the 1990 Cal Poly football team has found its niche in history.

The accomplishments of this year's team stand up to any other Mustang team in the 75-year-old program. Any except the 1980 team.

The class of 80 not only captured the only NCAA Division II football title, but also, until Saturday, won its only post-season victory.

Jim Sanderson, then defensive coordinator and later head coach from 1982-86, remembers the 1980 team.

"The thing I think that set that team apart from perhaps other teams, and perhaps the team playing now, is back in those days our emphasis was on freshmen recruiting," Sanderson said. "On that particular team, and this is probably unique to any university, of the 22 starters, 19 of them were fifth-year seniors.

"So you had a combination of team unity and people who knew the offensive and defensive system real well so they didn't make a lot of errors. And the other thing you had obviously was some talented people."

So talented, in fact, that four players — running back Louis Jackson, wide receiver Robbie Martin, linemenshucker Mel Kainfman and defensive back LeCharles McDaniel — later had careers in the National Football League.

And there were seven or eight guys that signed but didn't make it in the NFL," Sanderson said. "So you had the ingredients that make a team better than average."

That better-than-average team only improved at playoff time.

"Our offense was kind of our strength in 1980 until we got to the playoffs," Sanderson said. "Then the defense is the one that really carried us."

The defense first shut down the Jacksonville State Gamecocks, 15-0, at Mustang Stadium. Poly also hosted its second-round opponent, current Western Football Conference Santa Clara. The Broncos also fell, 38-14.

1980 Mustang quarterback Craig Johnson recalled the Santa Clara game recently in a phone interview from Carmel High School, where he coaches the varsity football squad.

"We came into the Santa Clara game knowing that we had best them before," Johnson said. "It was one of the most beautiful days in San Luis Obispo, the crowd was huge and ABC was covering the game. The last quarter we just sat back and enjoyed it."

The Mustangs then traveled to Albuquerque, N.M., where they saw second-round opponent, current Western Football Conference Santa Clara. The Broncos also fell, 38-14.

FOOTBALL
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first down until just over four minutes remained in the first half.

They did a good job," Mustang quarterback David Laflerty said. "They have a lot of people that are quick on defense. I felt going in, and during the game, we knew what they were doing and it was just a matter of executing, and we didn't do that."

What the Matadors did do, however, was intercept three Laflerty passes, including one in the second quarter that started their offense on Poly's 29-yard line.

Three plays and an offensive penalty later, Northridge had to settle for a field goal attempt by kicker Abo Velasco. His 47-yard try was short.

Northridge also intercepted Laflerty's first pass attempt of the second half. After getting one first down, Northridge was again forced to try a field goal. Velasco's 37-yard attempt went wide to the right.

But said, "We missed opportunities to score partially because of our execution, or lack of, and partially because they have a good defense."

Northridge running back Albert Fann, the Western Football Conference Offensive Player of the Year, echoed his coach's thoughts on Poly's defense.

"They just played straight-ahead defense, not too much fancy stuff," Fann said. "They're the best defense I faced since I've been at Northridge."

Fann, who has averaged 4.1 yards per carry this season, was held to 89 yards on 31 carries — a 2.6 average.

The game was a scoreless tie until late in the third quarter when Fragiadakis' 9-yard touchdown run capped an eight-play, 56-yard Poly drive.

In that series, Laflerty hooked up with Fragiadakis three times for 40 yards through the air. The senior running back finished the drive by carrying the ball and Northridge cornerbake LaVelle Parker into the end zone.

"Fragiadakis just did a great job," Laflerty said. "If I had my choice, I'd take Frag over any back around."

Northridge tied the game in the fourth quarter with 11:26 remaining on quarterback Brad Bonner's 7-yard scoring strike to receiver McKinney.

After the Mustangs took the lead at 14-7, the Matadors had just over two minutes to drive to a tying score. But Bonner and his teammates could not manage a first down and the Mustangs ran out the clock, thanks to a Fragiadakis six-yard run on fourth down from the Matador 20-yard line.
At Cal Poly, even the ‘good’ are only ‘fair’

By Caroline E. Pinola

The results are in and the news could be better.

Although the survey was aimed at finding the good, the bad and the ugly architecture on campus, if the School of Architecture and Environmental Design (SAED) faculty had it their way, a better title might be the bad, the ugly and the disgraceful.

Although there were five buildings on campus that surfaced as good examples of architecture, they were almost always qualified with the phrase that they were merely “acceptable” or “fair” rather than good.

Not one SAED faculty member indicated that any building on campus could be seen as ‘good’.

The University Union was rated the highest because it uses space well and has become a veritable hub of campus activity.

The best and

1. University Union
2. Crandall Gymnasium
3. Agriculture Sciences
4. Health Center
5. Foundation Administration
6. old Power Plant

About the survey

The confidential survey was distributed to the School of Architecture and Environmental Design.

Thirty-four out of 107 responded.

Professors were asked to assess Cal Poly’s best and worst buildings.

Photo by Pat McKean
Profs appalled by campus 'hodge-podge'

By Natalie Guerrero

"Embarrassing," "pitiful" and "disgraceful" are words professors from the School of Architecture and Environmental Design use to describe the architecture on Cal Poly's campus.

Here is what some professors said:

Architecture professor Marcel Sedletzky: "A hodge-podge assemblage of unrelated architecture."

Landscape architecture professor Dale Bartliff: "It's pitiful."

Architecture professor Allan Cooper: "This environment affords the architecture students the opportunity for architectural criticism, like what not to do."

In a Mustang Daily survey, the school's professors were asked to analyze the campus architecture and list the best and worst examples on campus. Thirty-five percent of 107 replies, and the majority of responses had negative comments.

Most professors noted the absence of "harmony" and a "community image" in Cal Poly's buildings. They said the combination of concrete, stone, brick and mission styles promote this disunity among the structures.

Three buildings that contributed to the lack of continuity and which professors voted as the ugliest buildings on campus are: the Architecture building, the Administration building and the Science building (Building 52).

The professors had various ways of assessing these buildings, but there were three main criteria that were used: (1) aesthetic: how it looks, (2) function: how it works, and (3) compatibility: See THE BAD, page 11

Adding buildings on campus can be a complex process

By Caroline E. Pinola

Planning, designing and constructing a building on campus is often a lengthy and complicated process.

"There are two phases to the building process," said Peter K. Phillips, Cal Poly's architectural coordinator. "The first one is the schematic or design phase and this is followed by the contract document phase which includes the actual construction of the building."

Once it has been determined that a new building needs to be constructed, the first step of the design phase is selecting an architect.

The architect is then selected by the Board of Trustees at the Chancellor's Office.

"There is no local control over the selection of an architect to design a building for Cal Poly or any other state university," Phillips said. "These decisions are made at the Chancellor's Office."

See PLANNING, page 16

worst buildings

The Worst

1. Architecture building
2. Administration building
3. Science building
4. Engineering East
5. Engineering West
6. Dexter building

The Survey
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Cal Poly’s architectural styles show school's diverse history

By Natalie Guerrero

In 1901, Cal Poly's campus architecture consisted of only three mission-style buildings with tile roofing, arched entrances and pull-out windows.

Nearly 90 years later, the campus has over 100 buildings, reflecting growth and different phases of construction.

The four distinguishing phases were, from 1901-1939, the mission style; from 1940-1959, the military presence; from 1960-1970, the functional buildings; and from 1971-present, the concrete-stucco age.

College Avenue — better known in 1951 as "dormitory row" — marked the mission form. This row included five halls — Jasper, Hecox, Hemen, Anderson and Devel, plus Crystal Gym and the Business Administration and Education building.

During World War II, Cal Poly became the site of Naval Flight Preparatory School. Barracks-style buildings filled the interior of the campus. These buildings played two roles: storage for war supplies and classrooms for students. After the war, veterans using G.I. bills help create Cal Poly's "Veteran's Village," which had 75 houses and 238 trailer homes for married veterans and their families.

In 1961 Cal Poly became part of the California State College system and entered an era of constructing functional buildings. The buildings have simple structures and serve the designer's purpose, said architecture professor Howard Weinsenthal. At Cal Poly, these buildings, like the Science and Graphics Arts buildings, lack aesthetic quality.

With Proposition 13 and shrinking building budgets, the architecture on campus turned to the concrete look.

The concrete style was to keep maintenance costs down, architect professor Richard Young said. Buildings from this era are Fisher Science building, Kennedy Library and the University Union.

"A student in the late 60's and now working for Cal Poly and I've seen a big difference in the architecture in campus," said Kathleen Lamoree, secretary to Doug Gerard, executive dean of facilities administration.

With the latest additions of stucco buildings on campus such as the Agricultural Sciences building and the Student Services building, it looks like a new phase for Cal Poly campus.
Monday November 19, 1990 Mustang Daily
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how it fits in with the rest of the campus.

Ironically, the Architecture building received the most votes for the worst structure on campus. "Nobody would know this building housed one of best architecture schools in the country," said architecture professor Howard Wende.

Professors complained that the building was frustrating. "It's just a concrete monster," said Jim Rodger, construction management department head.

Coming in second place in the category of worst structure on campus was the Administration building. Architecture professor Richard Young said the structure aesthetically looks more like a monument than a building. Professors also said finding a particular office or department in the building was frustrating.

Finishing the list of the top three worst buildings on campus is the Science building (Building 52). The survey indicated professors believed that the building site destroys any attempt to focus student activities in the center of campus. Although the building is functional with classrooms and labs, the different hallways make it difficult for people to find their way around.

"There is nothing special about this building. It's just another one-story building," Young said.

Many other campus buildings were also included on the "worst" list, such as the Engineering East and West buildings, the Kennedy Library and the Mathematics and Home Economics building.

Few buildings made it onto the list "best" or "acceptable" on campus. The top three choices for this list were the University Union, Crandall Gymnasium and the Agricultural Sciences building (Building 11).

Most professors surveyed agreed that the cost factor is one of the main reasons for the shortcoming of the architecture on campus. A committee headed by Doug Gerard, executive dean of Facilities Administration, selects the lowest bid from architecture firms for each planned building.

"Short-sighted decisions made based primarily on fiscal restraints and short-term needs have dominated our campus architecture," said architecture professor Paul Wolff.

Professors also said that the campus lacks a cohesive design plan. "Buildings are being built wherever there is no empty spot," Sedletzky said, "with no regard to contextualism — functional or visual."

Surveys also revealed that the School of Architecture and Environmental Design, which has 197 professors and more than 800 students, is not associated with the campus planning or building. Professors said, when responding to the survey, that they would like to become more involved in these processes.

"There is no excuse why the (administration's) planning committee does not invite the (architecture) school to participate," Young said. "It is a shame that Cal Poly does not have access to the resources of the School of Architecture and Environmental Design."

---
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Mustangs drop 4-game match to Northridge
By Katie Cooper
Sports Editor
The women's volleyball team dropped its fifth straight match after falling to Cal State Northridge Friday night.

The Mustangs lost 11-15, 4-15, 15-10, 8-15.

The first game, Head Coach Craig Cummings said, was a back and forth battle. "We were tied at nine," Cummings said, "We were down 11-9 and made three hitting errors to make it 14-10. From there Northridge got the points to win the game."

The Mustangs' whole season has been a rollercoaster of inconsistency and Friday's match was no exception. Cummings said it resembled the Pepperdine match last week when the Mustangs won one out of the four games and played at both ends of spectrum.

"Again, it's our inconsistency. (We) would just make any kind of error and shoot ourselves in the foot," Cummings said.

In the second game it looked like the Mustangs were trying to pull a disappearing act—not really showing up on the court and allowing the Matadors to crush them 15-4.

Cummings said the team did not have an answer for Cal State's back row hitters. "They really showed up on the court."

The Mustangs' worst enemy this year is Poly's running and passing plays were extremely limited due to the conditions of the turf.

Johnson's problems, however, were ended at halftime.

"I still tell the story about my angel," Johnson said. "An angel came to me at halftime. I had been wearing rubber cleats the whole season because of a knee injury. This guy from the university comes to me and asks if I want clean an inch longer."

Johnson said he graciously accepted, and the Mustangs and Head Coach Joe Harper eventually won, 21-13.

"I think someone was looking out for me," Johnson said. "It was a weird experience."

The two teams from 1980 and 1990—the third and fourth Poly teams ever invited to post-season action—are vastly different, Sanderson said.

"To compare the two teams, this isn't being critical, I think there was probably more firepower offensively in the 1980 team than this team," Sanderson said.

"We had big play people. In all credit to this existing team, one thing that stood the test of time is that they have so many offensive linemen hurt. That affects your passing game, your running game and everything."

"I think the defensive team they have is better than ours was. (This is) as good a defensive team as I probably have ever seen on the Division II level."

Johnson has divine expectations for the '90 Mustangs.

"I'm really proud of what those guys have done this year," Johnson said. (Head coach) Kyle Setenchich, (defensive coordinator) Bill Dutton have all done a great job. Cal Poly has a great defense and that can get you through a couple of games. I'm optimistic."
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Women cagers beat Hayward, Stanislaus to win tournament

By Adrian Hodgson

The Cal Poly women's basketball team won the Cal Poly Classic this weekend, beating two Northern California Athletic Conference opponents on consecutive nights.

Friday, the Mustangs squeak­ ed by Cal State Hayward 57-55. Head coach Jill Orrock's team led almost the entire way and was up by as many as 11 points late in the first half.

The Pioneers, however, closed to within four at halftime at 32-28 and stayed close the entire second half, thanks largely to senior forward Carrie Gluckel who poured in 25 points.

Hayward took the lead, 51-50, with 4:44 left, the team's first lead since 11-10. But the Mustangs then went on a 5-0 run capped by senior forward Vanessa Hornbuckle's conversion of an offensive rebound, and they kept the lead for good. Hornbuckle was named the tournament's Most Valuable Player following the conclusion of Saturday's game.

Orrock's squad faced last year's NCAC champion Cal State Stanislaus Saturday. The Mustangs disposed of the Warriors, 66-52, but not without trouble.

Cal Poly would edge out eight- and 10-point leads, only to be pulled back to within four or five by the pesky Warriors.

The Mustangs nearly spelled Owens, page 14

Cal Poly's sophomore guard Beth Nelson looks to grab a rebound in Friday night's game against Cal State Hayward. The Mustangs won 57-55.

Men's cross-country-collides

Team 'crushed,' finishes 13th at National meet

By Angie Carlevato

The men of Cal Poly's cross country team was "crushed" in the NCAA Division II National Championships this weekend in McKinneyville, Calif.

"Cal Poly had our poorest performance since the 'snow' (at the 1992 nationals in St. Cloud, Minn.)," said Head Coach Tom Henderson.

"Our front end collapsed, our first finisher, senior Mike Parrott, was 43rd place with a time of 31:27.4," he said. Cal Poly had the slowest first man of 16 out at 17 teams.

"Without a front runner, you are in trouble in a national meet."

Doug Hanson of North Dakota State won the 10,000-meter race in 30:28.8. He beat the record on the course by almost two minutes, Henderson said. "The race was incredible. Over 30 men broke the course record." At the first mile mark, men were clocked at 4:17, he added.

Edinboro (Pa.) won the national championship with 30 points. Cal Poly finished 10th with 366 points. "Interestingly enough, five of seven men ran an average of 1:50 faster than we have ever had on this course," he said. "Only our top two were off. Unfortunately that's more than enough to end the meet. One man off is all it takes."

Volleyball

From page 12

not communicate at all and allowed for a lot of reception errors. He said the passing was bad and the team did nothing in the way of offensive play in this game.

Then, as has been the trend for the Mustangs, the team got its bearings, woke up and decided to play some volleyball in the third game.

The Mustangs bounced back after the team was down 10-5. Cal Poly dropped Hayward in a sequence of five serves was able to get three service aces, Cummings said.

He said the Matadors had trouble handling a couple of her serves and Hartling was able to tie the game at 10-10.

The Mustangs played some good ball, Cummings said, and were able to win the game 10-10.

"It was good to see. From there, I thought we would get back into the match," Cummings said.

In the fourth game the Mustangs won 4-0 and were able to tie at 4-4, he said. The Mustangs led 8-4, but were not able to keep their lead.

Cummings said the game went back and forth, with each team getting a point, but Northridge had the advantage by being behind in the match and was able to hold on.

"Northridge is a good team and if you give them a good lead they'll keep it," Cummings said.

He said it was also senior night for the Matadors, which meant three of their team members were playing their last home match and the desire to win showed. The Matadors honored the Diane twins, Marianne and Kathleen, and setter Beth Walsh.

"Both sisters tore us up and we were unable to stop them no matter what we did offensively," Cummings said. "We were unable to stop their quick attack."

The Mustangs were led by Jill Myers who had 15 kills, six errors, 34 attempts and a .265 average, and Lael Perlstrom and Jennifer Jeffrey, with eight kills each.
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Poly thrashes Azusa Pacific

By Alex Main

The Cal Poly men’s basketball team opened its season Saturday night and soundly beat Azusa Pacific, 112-81.

It was a blow out. The game started at 9 p.m. and after the first five minutes everyone in Mott Gym knew the Mustangs had the game won.

“We always talk about the first five minutes of each half,” said Steve Beason, head coach for Cal Poly. “The main thing we wanted to do is not let up. We did that in spurts,” he said.

There were quite a number of “spurts.” By the end of the first half, Cal Poly led 45-24. They beat Azusa in just about every aspect of the game. A lack of togetherness and confidence seemed to plague Azusa. At least three times during the first half, Azusa threw passes out of bounds. One pass hit a teammate square in the back then rolled over the sideline.

Mustang freshman guard Matt Clawson said he was a little nervous for his first game, but just being on the court calmed his nerves. And on the court, Clawson scored 16 points, shooting 7-for-10 from the field.

Cal Poly’s high scorer was senior forward/center Stuart Thomas with 31 points. He was followed by sophomore center Shawn Kirkeby who had 17. Junior guard Bill Archer had 16 points. Kirkeby and Thomas tied for total rebounds with nine each.

Beason said his team played well and commended his three returning players Thomas, Archer and senior forward Tim Knowles. “They’ve done a great job teaching the new guys,” he said.

Beason said he couldn’t make any predictions on this season because his team is so young.

Cal Poly’s next game is Friday at Cal State Hayward.
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their own disaster with 7:48 remaining and leading by five points.

Following a timeout, the team put six players on the floor, resulting in a two-shot technical foul. Stanislaus’ Lisa Mintum, who was later named to the all-tournament team, sunk both shots to bring the Warriors within three at 46-43. Stanislaus had a chance to close the gap further after the free throws, but failed to do so and Cal Poly went on runs of 8-2 and 8-0 to put the game out of the Warriors’ reach.

Standouts for the Mustangs on Saturday included Hornbuckle, who had 18 points and seven rebounds, and first-year sophomore Carrie Taylor who pulled down 11 rebounds in just 19 minutes.

Hornbuckle said she was pleased with the victories, but said the team still needs to polish some parts of its game. “We need to work on our press break and our passing,” she said. Both Hayward and Stanislaus disrupted the Mustangs with full-court and half-court pressures.

Orrock agreed, adding that during Stanislaus’ last timeout, she tried to show her team what was open on the press break. The Mustangs then went on an 8-0 run.

“We played a more solid game (on Saturday),” Orrock said. “We controlled the ball, defensively we did a better job and we scored when we needed to.”

Next for the Mustangs is the UC Davis tournament this Friday and Saturday, featuring UC Davis, Air Force, University of Nebraska-Omaha and Cal Poly.
This year, the math contest will this around the math contest effective open house, each depart­ contest for high school students Royal, Bailey said. "We looked weekend; we're really working dates because it was Poly Royal still be held, but they have also those demonstrations are some of the things that the School of Science and Math would like to bring back in another format. "Though Poly Royal was con­ ment, the university was clos­ end and everyone could do this at once, it isn't the only way to do it. So I'm not sure I'd call it Poly Royal alternative, but it is something we're doing because there is no Poly Royal, but it isn't like Poly Royal," Bailey said. One reason why Bailey doesn't want to call it an alternative to Poly Royal is "because we don't want any one of the schools to have Poly Royal-type activities which would attract the type of problems we had last year."

"We haven't been approved for it yet, but I suspect that will come some time, and if they don't approve for that date, I think they'll approve for another date. I guess there's a chance it wouldn't be approved at all and I sort of doubt that. I don't think the University is adverse to having an open house," Bailey said.

The School of Architecture and Environmental Design is still uncertain when it will hold its open house, and exactly what it is going to do, said Associate Dean Richard Zwerling.

"We have a couple of things in mind having to do with perhaps an articulation conference for community colleges and couple that with some of our design village activities," he said. Other schools on campus are not planning any replacement for Poly Royal. The School of Engineering holds an Engineer­ ing Week, but Kent Butler, the school's associate dean, said it is not a substitute for Poly Royal.
PLANNING
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The Chancellor's Office also appoints a master plan architect to serve as its representative on Cal Poly's Campus Planning Committee, chaired by President Warren Baker. The master plan architect oversees the entire planning process and reports to the Chancellor's Office. Baker's committee is made up of student, faculty and city representatives.

After being selected, an architect completes preliminary drawings to present to the Campus Planning Committee. This plan is then presented to the Board of Trustees at the Chancellor's Office.

After the Board of Trustees approves the plan, the architect starts design development, Phillips said. "All of the utility systems are designed at this point," Phillips said. "Everything from the electrical and mechanical systems to the landscape architecture.

"Unfortunately, the architect is caught in a no-win situation," Phillips said. "If he goes over the projected CSU budget for the building by more than 10 percent, he must spend his time and money to bring the project back within the budget. This is often very difficult because the budget is set in the beginning." In addition, any scale for university planning is extremely low, Phillips said. Although the cost of materials and construction have increased over the years, the pay scale has remained low. "The combination of these three factors, the low pay scale, the tight budget and the 10 percent clause has made it very difficult for architects to design excellent architecture. They usually have to go for the bare minimum," Phillips said.

Once design development is completed, the project enters contract document phase and goes up for bid to contractors. By state law, the university must accept the lowest bid and still work within the CSU budget.

The contractor is then given a time frame to work within and a completion date for the construction of the building.

"If the contractor takes more time than the Chancellor's Office has allowed, the contractor pays the difference," Phillips said. Being behind schedule can become a serious problem if the building's scheduled completion date is delayed and students have to be diverted to temporary temporary buildings. "Once costs money that was not budgeted for and therefore becomes the contractor's responsibility," Phillips said. The new tri-level faculty office building which will house about 150 faculty offices is the only building that is in the construction phase right now.

"The faculty office building is scheduled to be completed by next June and so far it looks like the contractor will meet his deadline," Phillips said. "The addition to the Business Administration and Education building will be coming up for bid sometime within the next month."

Three projects may be delayed indefinitely, Phillips said. The project to develop the quadrangle and the science research facility and the performing arts center have all been put on hold because of a bond act (Proposition 143) that was not passed earlier this month in the state-wide elections. If Proposition 143 had been passed, it would have provided the additional funding necessary to get those projects off the ground.

One thing for certain is that Cal Poly is not alone in its struggle to design and construct buildings within the limitations of the CSU budget.

"All of the CSU campuses are facing this problem and the low pay scale, styles and construction materials to the landscape architecture.

"As a result of this, there is no uniformity to the architecture of the buildings that we have here at Cal Poly," he said.

RECYCLE
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This spring Cal Poly is looking to replace 3,000 smokers each day, and you could be one of them if you fall for their phony advertising messages which associate smoking with glamour, relaxation and sex. "You've come a long way baby." "Come to where the flavor is." "The Marlboro Man." "He likes ... She likes ... but they both smoke ..."

"The springtime freshness of ... The solution to this problem was arrived at levels into clusters of three, Best said. This cleared up the confusion and made it obvious that the barrels were for specific materials.

Another disappointment for the CRC was that three of the barrels were stolen. Best said that the club is unsure who stole the barrels.

We didn't have the barrels belts to the ground back then," said Best. "Since then, we've advertised the club's efforts and have secured them well."

In addition, several of the barrel lids were manufactured incorrect. "They were obtained by the club and the local community with the appearance of Jolly Green Giant's "Doughboy."

The CRC was formed around the time of Poly Royal in 1988 and concentrates on recycling aluminum cans, bottles and newspapers, Best said. The CRC is needed because of the amount of litter that is available paper goods on campus.
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Health
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More deaths than alcohol, illegal drugs, auto and other accidents, homicides and suicides put together! One out of every six deaths is caused by smoking. Smoking is the leading cause of cancer and emphysema, its effects don't stop there. Some other consequences of smoking are heart disease, chronic bronchitis, sinusitis and peptic ulcers. As soon as the smoker inhales the first puff chemicals in the smoke begin to attack the living tissue in the mouth, throat, esophagus, air passages, lungs, stomach, bladder, pancreas and kidneys.

The tar in cigarette smoke is made up of many chemicals, some of which are known to cause cancer and many other diseases. Carbon monoxide, another chemical, replaces the much needed oxygen found in red blood cells, promotes cholesterol deposits in arteries and impairs vision and judgment. Nicotine is a powerful stimulant and the addictive drug found in cigarettes. It increases in body blood, pressure and heart rate (as much as per hour), slows digestion, lowers skin temperature and affects circulation. Sixty milligrams taken at once will kill the average person (as lethal as cyanide).

Even though the body can initially get rid of these chemicals, the average smoker (15 packs a day) inhales about 70,000 times a year and the body cannot keep its clearance rate up. Gradually, the smoker reaches a point where smoking stops before they can contract an irreparable disease, the body begins to repair itself. After a year of not smoking, the risk of heart attack begins to drop. After 10 years, it is the same as that of a non-smoker. For lung cancer, the risks begin to drop steadily and — after 10 to 15 years — it equals that of a non-smoker.

The tobacco industry is looking to replace 3,000 smokers each day, and you could be one of them if you fall for their phony advertising messages which associate smoking with glamour, relaxation and sex. "You've come a long way baby." "Come to where the flavor is." "The Marlboro Man." "He likes ... She likes ... but they both smoke ..."
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